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I count Grandmom’s laps as a woman my age watches her toddler 
kick, kick, kick EPSRK� XLI� TSSP¸W� TIVMQIXIV��;EXIV� GSRXEMRW� Q]�
KVERHQSXLIV� MR� E� [E]� XLEX� RSXLMRK� IPWI� GER�� 7LI� MW� GSRÁRIH�

to a space, a lane, an obvious suggestion of direction. And she can, 
without me getting anxious about her slipping on a stair or stealing 
from a stranger or getting lost in the aisles, just go. 

 Every moment outside of the pool requires me to be 
hyperaware. I strategically place her comb and powder in our locker 
so that she’ll see them right away. I unclasp bras – hers, then mine. 
She may open another swimmer’s locker and, boobs dangling, I pull 
her arm before she stuffs that foreign pair of socks into our bag again. 
-�XYK�XLI�W[MQWYMX�YT�LIV�PIKW��SV�SJJ��WSQIXMQIW�[LMPI�QMRI�WXMPP�VIWXW�
at the torso.

 She may befriend a little girl and they play hide and go seek 
MR� XLI� PSGOIV� VSSQ��8LI]� EVI� KMKKP]� ERH� XEPOEXMZI� ERH� WSQIXMQIW�
YRORS[MRKP]�VYHI��FYX�XLI�PEHMIW�WIIQ�XS�YRHIVWXERH��8LI]�WQMPI�EX�
QI��)WTIGMEPP]�XLI�SPHIV�SRIW��8LI]�WE]���µ-�[MWL�-�LEH�E�HEYKLXIV�PMOI�
]SY¶��SV�µ1]�KSSHRIWW��WLI�MW�WS�PYGO]�XS�LEZI�]SY�¶�&YX�XLI]�LEZI�RS�
GPYI�[LEX�XLMW�MW��8LI]�HSR¸X�ORS[�´�MJ�-�[IVI�OIITMRK�WGSVI�´�XLEX�
this wouldn’t even begin to cover it. 
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� µ2S��=SY¸VI�OMHHMRK�¶�+VERHQSQ�WE]W��

2S��-�EQ�RSX�OMHHMRK��=SY�W[EQ�XLVII�PETW��

� µ-�HMH�RSX�W[MQ�XLEX�QER]�PETW��2S�[E]�¶�

=SY�HMH��-�TVSQMWI��

� µ-¸Q�HSMRK�ERSXLIV�FIGEYWI�-�HSR¸X�XLMRO�]SY¸VI�VMKLX�¶

Okay, Grandmom.

� 3R� XLI�TSSP� WXITW�� WLI�QMKLX�LMKL�ÁZI�[LMGLIZIV� WXVERKIV�
[EHIW�MR��;I�WII�XLI�WEQI�JEGIW�[IIO�EJXIV�[IIO��-�[SRHIV�[LEX�XLI�
woman with the toddler wonders about her, about me.  How different 
our lives are. 

 As a girl, I remember watching old women do aerobics at the 
=1'%��8LI�TSSP�MR�ER�IGLSI]�HSQI��GPEQQ]�ERH�HIGITXMZIP]�GSPH��
I hated swim lessons. Instead of swimming laps, I’d dip below the 
lane divider and watch the old women underwater, their loose limbs 
EOMQFS�ÂETTMRK��8LI�SXLIV�KMVPW�[IVI�WYGL�KSSH�W[MQQIVW��,S[�HMH�
they push down on water like that? As long as I got from one side of 
the pool to the other without drowning, it doesn’t matter how I got 
there.

� -X�[EW�XLI�WTVMRK�SJ�Āþþÿ��-�ORS[�XLEX�FIGEYWI�Q]�QSQ�WTIRX�
a lot of time in Atlanta, watching her brother’s wife – Grandmom’s 
HEYKLXIV�MR�PE[�³�HMI��%RH� MX�ÁREPP]�LETTIRIH��0IWPMI�HMIH�[LMPI� -�
[EW�EX� W[MQ�TVEGXMGI��;MXLMR� XLI�]IEV��Q]�QSQ��Q]�FVSXLIV� ERH� -�
would spend a lot of time visiting my uncle and my cousin in Atlanta. 

 At their house, Leslie became a closet of clothes, some 
^MTTIH� YT� MR� KEVQIRX� FEKW�� 0YKKEKI�� ER� SZIVÂS[MRK� &IERMI� &EF]�
collection, and lighthouse trinkets of varying size, colour and style. 
8LI]�PMRIH�XLI�FEWIFSEVHW��8LI]�QEHI�MRHIRXMSRW�MR�XLI�KYIWX�VSSQ�
carpet. I’d never seen anyone collect things. I had so many questions. 
;L]�&IERMI�&EFMIW#�;L]� PMKLXLSYWIW#� -R�LMRHWMKLX�� WLI�TVSFEFP]�
GSPPIGXIH�&IERMI�&EFMIW�JSV�XLI�WEQI�VIEWSR�IZIV]SRI�HMH�MR�XLI�ćþW��
She thought that they’d be worth something. 
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 My last memory of Aunt Leslie might have been waving 
XS�YRMHIRXMÁEFPI�ÁKYVIW�SR�E�HITEVXMRK�GVYMWI�WLMT��1]�YRGPI�XSSO�
her on that cruise, just the two of them I’ve been told, as something 
special. A goodbye to the water, maybe. My brother and I spent that 
week at the beach with our cousin. I remember playing mermaid by 
myself in shallow pools, wads of sand getting stuck in the crotch of 
Q]�FEXLMRK�WYMX��%X�RMKLX��[I�WPITX�MR�WPIITMRK�FEKW�SR�XLI�ÂSSV�

 Sometimes I imagine myself on that cruise ship deck. 
It appears overcast, where temperature doesn’t exist. Leslie and I 
overlook the water in lounge chairs. I have so many questions. How 
can a dying person look at the ocean? Look into everything and only 
see ripples collapse into nothing? I ask her why she loves lighthouses 
so much and she conjures a response, so loaded with meaning: 
µFIGEYWI�XLI]¸PP�XIPP�]SY�[LIVI�XS�KS�[LIR�XLI�[EZIW�KIX�VSYKL�¶

� ;MXL�[LMXI�TPEUYIH�PEYKLXIV��%P^LIMQIV¸W�(MWIEWI�MRZEHIW�Q]�
KVERHQSXLIV��'PSYHW�LIV�YT��7LI�[EPOW�MR�GMVGPIW��µTMHHPIW�EVSYRH�¶�
EW�WLI�[SYPH�WE]��WPEQQMRK�XLI�GEFMRIXW��7LI�XVMIW�XS�ÁX�FIHWLIIXW�
MR�XLI�HMWL[EWLIV��TPEGIW�IQTX]�KPEWWIW� MR�XLI�VIJVMKIVEXSV��-�ÁRH�E�
forced roll of white trash bags on the toilet paper holder and think, 
as I often do: Well, she was close.

 Daily, Grandmom asks if I’ve read I Heard the Owl Call My 
Name. How many times will she ask me that? How many times will 
WLI�WE]��µ-�LEZI�E�GST]�EVSYRH�WSQI[LIVI¶#��%RH�-�VITP]�XLEX�-�LEZI�
MX��%RH�WLI�EWOW�[L]��=SY�KEZI�MX�XS�QI��µ-�HSR¸X�FIPMIZI�XLEX�-�HMH�¶�=SY�
did, I say. She gave me her copy years ago. I read it while studying 
EFVSEH��-�XIPP�LIV��=SY�KEZI�QI�]SYV�GST]�]IEVW�EKS��-�VIEH�MX�[LMPI�
WXYH]MRK�EFVSEH��6IQIQFIV#

 I never do give the book back. I’m afraid that she’ll lose it. 
Also, I want it. I want it after she’s gone. She’s halfway there already. 
µ;LIR�-�ÁRMWLIH�MX��-�GPSWIH�XLI�FSSO�ERH�NYWX¬¶�WLI�JSPHW�LIV�LERHW�
RIEXP]�MR�LIV�PET��WXVEMKLXIRW�LIV�WTMRI��µ¬WEX�¶

 I reread the fourth section of I Heard the Owl Call My Name, 
the last act. It is foreboding — the swimmer, E�WEPQSR�ÁWL��[MPP�VIXYVR�
XS�MXW�LSQI�VMZIV�XS�HMI��8LMW�MW�[LIVI�[I�WIIQ�XS�H[IPP�XLIWI�HE]W��XLI�
QSQIRXW�SJ�MR�FIX[IIR��[LIVI�µXLI�VMZIV�XLEX�TEWWIW��ERH�XLI�VMZIV�
RSX�]IX�VIEGLIH�EVI�SRI�ERH�XLI�WEQI�¶�
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� 8LI� KVERHQSXLIV� -� VIQIQFIV� JVSQ� Q]� GLMPHLSSH� JIIPW�
ethereal, like a woman that I invented in my fantasies but who never 
really existed. She became an echoey wash of who she’d been. And 
I continue to take stock of the parts of her that die in a way that is 
bizarrely baptismal. Forcing myself into a thousand living funerals, I 
say goodbye to a piece of her, watch her submerge and then emerge 
from the water as someone a little less. 

 She doesn’t even know it: we are living her fourth act.

 Come swimmer.


